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 This paper is focused on the synthesis of artificial transmission 
lines based on complementary split ring resonators (CSRRs). 
The considered structures are microstrip lines with CSRRs 
etched in the ground plane and microstrip lines loaded with both 
CSRRs and series capacitive gaps. An aggressive space mapping 
(ASM) optimization algorithm, able to automatically generate 
the layout of these artificial lines, has been developed. The tool 
has been optimized in order to achieve fast convergence and to 
provide accurate results. The main relevant aspects of the 
proposed algorithm (based on a novel two-step ASM 
optimization approach) are: (i) the capability to provide the 
implementable circuit elements of the equivalent circuit model of 
the considered artificial lines, and (ii) the ability to converge in 
few (un-precedent) iteration steps, due to a new procedure to 
generate the initial layouts (which are very close to the final 
ones). First, the software is tested through the synthesis of 
several CSRR-based microstrip lines, and then some practical 
application examples of such artificial lines are reported to 
illustrate the potential of the proposed synthesis tool.  
Index Terms– Space mapping, complementary split ring 
resonator (CSRR), artificial transmission lines, metamaterial 
transmission lines, microstrip. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The topic of artificial transmission lines has attracted much 
attention in the last decade and opened a path to a new type of 
artificial transmission lines based on metamaterial concepts 
[1]-[6]. Metamaterial-based (or inspired) transmission lines 
consist of a host line loaded with reactive elements (inductors, 
capacitors, resonators, or a combination of them). Such lines 
exhibit controllable dispersion and characteristic impedance, 
this being the main relevant advantage as compared to 
conventional lines, or to other artificial transmission lines. In 
conventional lines, the line impedance can be tailored to some 
extent through the geometry; however, the phase constant (for 
a given substrate) is barely dependent on the geometry. In 
certain artificial transmission lines, such as slow wave 
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transmission lines, a host line is periodically loaded with 
capacitors, inductors or by means of semi-lumped reactive 
elements, which effectively increase the line capacitance or 
inductance, and hence reduce the phase velocity [7]-[9].  
In metamaterial transmission lines, the presence of reactive 
elements increases the design flexibility of the lines. Thus, the 
characteristic impedance and the phase constant (as well as 
the phase and group velocities) can be engineered in order to 
fulfill line specifications or functionalities not achieved 
before. Size reduction [10],[11], broadband [10],[12]-[16] and 
multiband operation [17]-[21], leaky wave structures with 
steerable radiation beams [22],[23], or novel broadband filters 
and diplexers with spurious suppression [24]-[26], (including 
tunable filters [27]) are some of the applications of 
metamaterial transmission lines. In these applications, device 
design is based on both impedance and dispersion 
engineering. 
The early metamaterial transmission lines were 
implemented by loading a host line with series capacitors and 
shunt inductors [2]-[4]. At low frequencies, the loading 
elements are dominant, and the structure behaves as a 
backward wave transmission line. In this regime, the phase 
and group velocities are anti-parallel and the structure 
supports backward waves, or, in other words, it exhibits a left-
handed behavior. At higher frequencies, the line inductance 
and capacitance are dominant, and the propagation is forward 
(or right-handed). Therefore, these CL-loaded lines exhibit 
composite right/left handed (CRLH) wave propagation 
[28],[29]. Such CRLH behavior can also be achieved by 
means of metamaterial transmission lines based on 
electrically small resonators, such as split ring resonators 
(SRRs) [30] or complementary split ring resonators (CSRRs) 
[31]. In the latter case, which is the relevant one for the 
purposes of the present paper, a host line, typically (although 
not exclusively) a microstrip line, is loaded with CSRRs 
(etched in the ground plane beneath the conductor strip) and 
series capacitive gaps on top of the CSRRs. These CSRR-
based lines do also exhibit a CRLH behavior. However, the 
circuit model, depicted in Fig. 1(a), reveals the presence of a 
coupling capacitance, C, between the CSRR (modeled by Lc 
and Cc) and the line, responsible for the presence of a 
transmission zero. L is the line inductance and Cg is related to 
the gap capacitance. In fact, assuming that the series gap can 
be modeled by a -network with series capacitance Cs and 
shunt (fringing) capacitance Cf, it follows [32]: 
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                           (2) 
with Cpar = Cf  + CL, CL being the line capacitance.  
The frequency response of CL-loaded and CSRR-based 
CRLH lines exhibits a pass band in the left-handed and the 
right-handed regions, and these two bands merge if the CRLH 
line is balanced, that is, if the series and shunt resonance 
frequencies are identical. By removing the gap, the pass band 
behavior of CSRR-based lines switches to a stop band, caused 
by the presence of the transmission zero (the circuit model for 
these structures is also depicted in Fig. 1b). This stop band 
functionality is of interest for the implementation of notch 
filters and band-stop filters [33].  
Despite the numerous applications and advantages of 
CSRR-based artificial lines, a weak point towards the further 
penetration of these lines into the market concerns their 
synthesis. In this regard, recent efforts have been made by the 
authors in order to implement efficient algorithms for layout 
generation. Specifically, in [34] and [35], the potential of 
space mapping optimization for the synthesis of CSRR-based 
lines acting as stop band structures (i.e., without the presence 
of the gaps) was demonstrated. In the present paper, we 
extend the space mapping optimization to the synthesis of 
CSRR and gap loaded lines. Moreover, as compared to [34] 
and [35], we introduce several improvements that provide 
faster convergence and major robustness to the algorithm, and 
a method able to give the implementable element values of 
the equivalent circuit model. 
 
Fig.1. Typical topologies and circuit models (unit cell) of a CSRR-loaded 
microstrip line with (a) and without (b) series gap. The ground plane, where 
the CSRR are etched, is depicted in grey. 
 
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the general 
formulation of ASM is provided for completeness and for 
better comprehension of the paper. Section III is focused on 
the application of ASM optimization to the synthesis of 
CSRR-based lines, where the new two-step ASM algorithm 
(based on a novel method to determine the initial geometry) is 
presented. In section IV, the new two-step ASM-based tool is 
applied to the synthesis of practical microwave circuits, 
including a band-stop filter and a dual-band power divider. 
Finally, the main conclusions are highlighted in section V. 
II. GENERAL FORMULATION OF AGGRESSIVE SPACE MAPPING 
(ASM)  
Space mapping is a technique extensively used in the 
optimized design process of microwave devices, which makes 
proper use of two simulation spaces [36]-[38]. In the 
optimization space, Xc, the variables are linked to a coarse 
model, which is simple and computationally efficient, 
although not accurate. On the other hand, the variables 
corresponding to the validation space, Xf, are linked to a fine 
model, typically more complex and CPU intensive, but 
significantly more precise. In each space, we can define a 
vector containing the different model parameters. Let us 
denote such vectors as xf and xc for the fine model and coarse 
model parameters, respectively. Using the same 
nomenclature, Rf(xf) and Rc(xc) will denote the responses of 
the fine and coarse models, respectively. For microwave 
applications, the model response is related to the evaluation of 
the device behaviour, e.g., a scattering parameter, such as |S11| 
or |S21|, computed in a certain frequency range. 
The key idea behind the space mapping algorithm is to 
generate an appropriate parameter transformation 
)( fc xPx                                     (3) 
mapping the fine model parameter space to the coarse model 
parameter space such that 
 )()( ccff xRxR                        (4) 
in some predefined region, ||  || being a certain suitable norm 
and  a small positive number close to zero. If P is invertible, 
then the inverse transformation: 
)(1 *cf xPx
                                (5) 
is used to find the fine model solution, which is the image of 
the coarse model solution, xc
*




The determination of P according to the procedure reported 
in [36] follows an iterative process that is rather inefficient. 
However, the efficiency of the method can be improved by 
introducing a quasi-Newton type iteration [37]. This method 
aggressively exploits each fine model EM analysis with the 
result of a faster convergence. Hence, the new approach was 
called aggressive space mapping (ASM) [37], and it is the 
optimization procedure considered in this work. Essentially, 
the goal in ASM is to solve the following set of non-linear 
equations: 
0)()(  *cff xxPxf                          (6) 
For a better understanding of the iterative optimization 
process, a superscript is added to the notation that actually 
indicates the iteration number. Hence, let us assume that xf
(j)
 
is the j-th approximation to the solution of (6) and f
(j)
 the error 
function corresponding to f(xf
(j)
). The next vector of the 
iterative process xf
(j+1)
 is obtained by a quasi-Newton iteration 
according to 
(j)(j))(j hxx ff 
1
                                (7) 
where h
(j)
 is given by: 
  )(1)()( jjj fBh                                  (8) 
and B
(j)











                         (9) 
which is also updated at each iterative step. In (9), f
(j+1)
 is 
obtained by evaluating (6) using a certain parameter 
extraction method providing the coarse model parameters 
from the fine model parameters, and the super-index T stands 
for transpose. 
The implementation of the ASM algorithm is well reported 
in [37]. If the fine and coarse models involve the same space 
parameters, then the first vector in the fine space is typically 
set equal to the target vector in the coarse space, and the 
Broyden matrix is initialized by forcing it to be the identity. 
However, since this is not the case we are considering in this 
paper, we have followed a different approach (section III.C). 
III. SYNTHESIS OF CSRR-BASED ARTIFICIAL TRANSMISSION 
LINES BY MEANS OF THE NOVEL TWO-STEP ASM APPROACH 
From now on, and for clear distinction, microstrip lines 
loaded only with CSRRs will be called CSRR-loaded 
metalines, and those lines loaded with both CSRRs and series 
gaps will be designated as CSRR-gap-loaded metalines. Let 
us first describe the two spaces involved in the proposed 
ASM algorithm for both line types. The optimization space, 
Xc, is the circuit model, and the space variables are the circuit 
elements appearing in the equivalent circuits of Figs. 1(a) and 
(b) for the CSRR-gap- and CSRR-loaded lines, respectively. 
The validation space, Xf, is the electromagnetic (EM) model 
of the physical structure that provides the frequency response 
from the geometry and substrate parameters. The substrate 
parameters will be set to certain values and therefore these 
parameters are not considered as variables of the fine model. 
The chosen substrate is the Rogers RO3010 with dielectric 
constant r=10.2 and thickness either h=1.27mm or 
h=0.635mm (losses are not considered in the EM model). 
Some constraints will be applied to the geometry parameters 
in order to reduce the degrees of freedom and thus work with 
the same number of variables in both spaces, as it was done in 
[34]  (the matrix B is thus square and invertible, and the 
computational effort is minimized). 
The most relevant difference between the ASM algorithm 
reported in this paper, with regard to the one reported in [34], 
is the determination of the initial layout. With the new 
proposed strategy, the initial estimated layout (i.e. xf
(0)
)  is 
already very close to the optimum final solution xf
*
, leading to 
a fast and very soft convergence rate of the whole synthesis 
procedure. Moreover, our previous implementations of ASM 
algorithms [34],[35],[39] are not able to guarantee if there is a 
mapping between the optimal coarse model solution (i.e., a 
set of circuit parameters corresponding to the target response) 
and a fine model point providing a physically implementable 
layout. In this paper, we overcome this practical limitation 
through the determination of a convergence region in the 
coarse model space. Hence, we will first present this novel 
strategy for the determination of the convergence regions, 
which involves a pre-optimization ASM scheme. For this 
reason, our proposed synthesis tool is based on a two-step 
ASM approach (see Fig. 2). 
Determination of the 
Convergence Region (CR)
Values of (Lc, Cc ) 
Implementable 
ASM pre-optimization 
ASM  Full-optimization (CORE)
CSRR-loaded metaline
xc= [L, C, Lc, Cc]        xf = [W, l, c, d]
CSRR-gap- loaded metaline
xc=[L, C, Lc, Cc, Cg]  xf =[W, l, s, c, d]
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Fig.2. Schematic of the new proposed two-step ASM algorithm (see the text 
for better comprehension). 
A.  Determination of the Convergence Region: Pre-
optimization ASM Algorithm 
The implementable layouts of CSRR based lines are limited 
to certain combinations of the element values of the circuit 
models. Despite some efforts having made by means of 
parametric analysis [32], there is not yet a systematic 
procedure to determine whether a given combination of 
circuit model elements can be translated to an implementable 
geometry or not. This is a fundamental problem to solve in 
order to implement a practical synthesis tool, and it is the 
subject of the present subsection.  
Let us first consider the case of CSRR-loaded metalines. 
The geometrical variables are the microstrip line length, l, and 
width, W, and the width, c, and separation, d, of the slot rings 
(see Fig. 1b). In order to deal with the same number of 
variables in the coarse and fine model spaces, we consider 
ssplit = c and l = 2rext, where rext is the external radius of the 
CSRR. This choice is justified to avoid distributed effects that 
may appear if l > 2rext and are not accounted for by the circuit 
model and to ensure that the ports of the structure are 
accessible.  









procedure to determine if this set of variables has a physically 





 are physically realizable if these values are 
not too extreme and a microstrip line with reasonable width 
and length results. The important aspect is thus, given a pair of 




, to determine the 
convergence region for the circuit values modeling the CSRR 
(Lc and Cc). So the strategy consists on calculating the line 





four different scenarios corresponding to the extreme values 
of c and d, namely, cmin-dmin, cmax-dmax, cmin-dmax, and cmax-dmin. 
The parameters cmin and dmin are the minimum achievable slot 
and strip widths, respectively, with the technology in use (we 
have set cmin = dmin = 0.15 mm in this work, unless otherwise 
specified). On the other hand, cmax and dmax are set to a 
reasonable (maximum) value that guarantees the validity of 
the model in the frequency region of interest. It has been 
found that for values exceeding 0.4-0.5 mm, the coupling 
between the slot rings is very limited and hence we have set 
cmax = dmax = 0.4-0.5 mm (larger values expand the 
convergence region, but at the expense of less accuracy in the 
final solutions). 
For each case, the single geometrical variables are l and W 
(c and d are fixed and rext = l/2). These variables must be 
optimized with the goal of recovering the L and C values 




). The extraction of the 
elements of the circuit model from the EM simulation of the 
CSRR-loaded line layout (which is a straightforward 
technique) has been reported before [35], but it is reproduced 
in Appendix A for completeness (parameter extraction is a 
fundamental building block of the proposed ASM algorithm).  
For the determination of l and W, we do also consider an 
ASM optimization scheme, which is very simple since only 
two variables in each space are involved. The initial values of 
l and W are obtained from the characteristic impedance and 




, with the help of a 
transmission line calculator. With the resulting line geometry, 
we extract the parameters of the circuit model and also 
initialize the Broyden matrix (the initiation of the Broyden 
matrix follows a similar approach to that corresponding to the 
core ASM algorithm, which is reported in Section III.C). 
Then the process iterates until convergence is achieved. In 
this pre-optimization ASM process, the stopping criterion is 
usually tighter than the one considered for the full-ASM 
optimization, i.e. smaller values of the error functions are 
forced. This more restrictive criterion is chosen not only to 
accurately determine the vertices of the convergence region, 
but also to obtain a better estimate of the initial layout of the 
core ASM algorithm (however this does not require much 
computational effort due to the very small number of terms 
coarse model parameters involved in the error calculation). 





for a given c and d combination (for instance cmin-dmin) are 
found, the whole geometry is known, and the element values 
Lc and Cc can be obtained by means of the parameter 
extractor. These element values (Lc and Cc) correspond to the 
considered CSRR geometry (cmin-dmin), and actually define the 
first vertex, Pc150d150, of the polygon which defines the 
convergence region, see Fig. 3. Notice that the nomenclature 
used for identifying the vertices indicates (subscript) the 
values of c and d in microns.  
Then, the same process is repeated for obtaining the next 
points, i.e, the Lc and Cc pairs corresponding to cmax-dmax, cmin-




 (for these cases 
the initial values of l and W are set to the solutions of the 
previous vertex, since it provides a much better approaches to 
the optimal final solution). As a result, we obtain a set of 
points in the coarse model sub-space of Lc and Cc that defines 
a polygon (see Fig. 3). This polygon is a rough estimate for 





.  The criterion to decide if the target element 
values can be physically implemented is the pertinence or not 




) to the region enclosed by the 
polygon. It is possible to refine the convergence region by 
calculating more points, meaning further values/combinations 
of c and d (for instance those corresponding to a combination 
of a extreme and an intermediate value). 
As a representative example of a CSRR-loaded line model, 
we have chosen L
* 
= 4.86 nH and C
* 
= 1.88 pF. The 
convergence region for the subspace Lc-Cc calculated 
following the procedure explained above is depicted in Fig. 
3(a). Obviously, decreasing the maximum allowable value of 
cmax and dmax has the effect of reducing the area of the 
polygon, as Fig. 3(b) illustrates. However, cmax = dmax = 0.4 
mm is a reasonable value that represents a tradeoff between 
accuracy (related to the frequency responses of the fine and 
coarse models) and size of the convergence region.  
 
Fig.3. (a) Convergence region for a CSRR-loaded line model with L*=4.86 
nH and C*=1.88 pF, defined by four points in the Lc-Cc subspace, and 
considering cmin= dmin= 0.15 mm and cmax= dmax= 0.4 mm. (b) Various regions 
defined with different constraints for the same values of L* and C*. The 
thickness of the substrate is h= 1.27mm. 
The other case under study, i.e., CSRR-gap-loaded 
metalines, presents a coarse model which depends on 5 
variables, those of the line without gap plus Cg (Fig. 1a). The 
additional geometrical variable is simply the gap space, s. The 
convergence region can be obtained following a similar 
procedure, but now the target response is given by the 







). The pre-optimization ASM algorithm is 
thus more complex since it involves three variables, being the 
line length, l, width, W, and gap space, s, the unknown 
dimension parameters to be calculated. As in the previous 
case, the initial layout for the first vertex is found analytically, 
as it is detailed in Appendix B. Once the geometry of the line 
with gap is estimated, the electrical parameters are extracted 
according to the procedure given in Appendix A, the Broyden 
matrix is initiated, and the process is iterated until 
convergence is achieved. The result is a set of circuit model 







, and Lc and Cc values that depend on the considered 
CSRR geometry. 
One differential aspect of CSRR-gap-loaded lines, as 
compared to CSRR-loaded lines, is the number of necessary 
points in the Lc-Cc subspace to accurately determine the 
convergence region. It has been found that four points do not 
suffice in this case. Hence, the pre-optimization ASM 
algorithm has been applied eight times: four of them by 
considering the CSRR geometries with extreme values of c 
and d; the other four cases by considering the following 
combinations: cmin-dmean, cmax-dmean, cmean-dmax, and cmean-dmin, 
where dmean=(dmin+ dmax)/2 and cmean=(cmin+ cmax)/2. 
In some occasions, where a large gap capacitance is 
required, it is convenient to use a gap with T-shaped geometry 
(Fig. 4). In this case, in order to preserve the number of 
variables in the validation space, the gap distance, s, is set to a 
small value (this helps to increase the series capacitance of 
the gap), and the gap width, Wg, is considered as the geometry 
variable associated to the presence of the gap. Thus, the gap 
distance is set to s = 0.2 mm (notice that lg –see Fig. 4– is also 
(a) (b) 
set to lg = 0.2 mm to avoid an excess of variables). However, 
the pre-optimizer and core ASM algorithms do not experience 











Fig. 4. CSRR-based microstrip line with T-shaped gap.  
 
Figure 5 depicts the convergence region in the Lc-Cc 
subspace that results by considering L
* 
= 9.45 nH and C
* 
= 
17.93 pF and Cg
*
 = 1.01 pF for a CSRR-gap-loaded line with 
T-shaped gap. In view of this figure, it is clear that four points 
are not enough to determine the convergence region (notice 
that the Lc-Cc points corresponding to the CSRR geometries 
given by cmin-dmean, cmax-dmean, cmean-dmax, and cmean-dmin are 
significantly misaligned with the lines forming the polygon 
resulting by considering the four cases with extreme values of 
c and d). 






































Fig. 5. Convergence region for a CSRR-gap-loaded line model with L*= 9.45 
nH, C*=17.93 pF, and Cg
*=1.01 pF, defined by eight points in the Lc-Cc 
subspace, and considering cmin= dmin= 0.15 mm and cmax= dmax= 0.5 mm. The 
thickness of the substrate is h= 0.635mm. 
B.  Determination of the Initial Layout 
Let us consider the synthesis of a given set of circuit 
parameters of the circuit model (target coarse model solution), 
for a CSRR-loaded metaline, and let us assume that the 
previous analysis reveals that such target parameters in the 
coarse model space have an implementable fine model 





 coincide with any of the vertices of 
the converging polygon in the Lc-Cc subspace (in this case the 
layout is already known and hence no further optimization is 
necessary). From the previous analysis, it is expected that the 
dimensions of the CSRR after ASM optimization depend on 




 point in the convergence region. 




 point is close to a vertex, it is expected 
that c and d are similar to the values corresponding to that 
vertex.  
In this paper, a new procedure to determine the initial 
layout, necessary to start-up the core ASM algorithm, is 
proposed. First, the determination of the initial layout for 
CSRR-loaded lines is considered. The aim is to express any of 
the geometrical variables (c, d, l or W) as a function of Lc and 
Cc. To obtain the initial value of each geometrical dimension 
involved in the optimization process, we will assume it has a 
linear dependence with Lc and Cc. For instance, the initial 
value of c (for the other variables we will use identical 
expressions) will be estimated according to: 
    ))((),( cccc DCCBLACLfc             (10)                                   
The previous expression can be alternatively written as: 
    
cccccc CLaCaLaaCLfc 3210),(          (11)                                   
where the constants ai determine the functional dependence of 
the initial value of c with Lc and Cc. To determine the 
constants ai, four conditions are needed. Let us consider the 











ccjerror CLfcf                     (12)                          
where the subscript j is used to differentiate between the 
different vertices, and hence cj is the value of c in the vertex j, 
and Lcj, Ccj the corresponding values of Lc and Cc for that 
vertex. We have considered a number of vertices equal to 4 
(corresponding to CSRR-loaded lines), but the formulation 
can be generalized to a higher number of vertices. Expression 
























CLaCaLaa                (13)                                                         
To find the values of the constants ai, we obtain the partial 
derivatives of the previous error function with regard to ai, 













































                 (14)                                                         
for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Following this least-squares approach, four 
independent equations for the constants ai are obtained. Such 
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Once the constants ai are obtained (solving the previous 
equations), the initial value of c is inferred from (11). The 
process is repeated for d, W and l, and the initial geometry 
necessary for the initiation of the ASM algorithm is thus 
obtained. 
For the CSRR-gap-loaded lines, a similar approach is 
followed, although the number of vertices is eight, rather than 
four. As compared to the algorithm reported in [34],[35], the 
initial geometry derived from the procedure explained in this 
sub-section is very close to the final geometry, and this is 
fundamental to reduce the number of steps towards ASM 
convergence, as it will be shown later. As compared to 
previous works by the authors, the main relevant 
contributions of the present paper are the determination of the 
initial layout from the least squares approach, and the pre-
optimizer ASM algorithm to determine the convergence 
region in the Lc-Cc space. These are fundamental aspects to 
make the synthesis approach practical and competitive. 
C.  The core ASM algorithm 
Once the initial geometry is calculated, the response of the 
fine model is obtained through EM analysis, and the circuit 
parameters are extracted, from which the error function (6) 
can be obtained. To initiate the Broyden matrix, we slightly 
perturb each geometrical variable from the value 
corresponding to the initial layout, and we obtain the circuit 
parameters resulting from each geometry variation. The 























































































                  (16)                                            
which corresponds to the initial Broyden matrix values. Once 
the Broyden matrix is known, the geometry of the following 
iteration can be derived from (7), and the process is iterated 
until convergence is obtained. To avoid that the variables in 
the fine model space exceed the limits of the implementable 
range of values with the available technology, geometrical 
constraints and a shrinking factor  are introduced. As it can 
be seen in Fig. 6, the vector xf is tested, and if some of the 
geometrical variables exceed the geometrical constraints, the 
algorithm uses the shrinking factor in order to obtain a new 
vector xf inside the limits.  
The iterative algorithm is controlled by the MATLAB
(R)
 
commercial software [41], which is the core tool of the 
implemented ASM algorithm. The three main building blocks 
of the MATLAB program are the initial geometry calculator 
(that previously determines the convergence regions in the Lc-
Cc subspace as explained before), the EM solver, and the 
parameter extractor. For the EM simulation, we have 
considered two alternative options: the Agilent Momentum 
simulator (incorporated in the Agilent ADS commercial 
software) [42], and Ansoft Designer [43]. The EM solver 
creates the geometry of the structure, which is then exported 
to either Agilent Momentum or Ansoft Designer to carry out 
the EM simulation. The results of this simulation (the S-
parameters) are then imported back to MATLAB and 
processed by the parameter extraction module, which allows 
us to extract the circuit parameters. These values are 
compared with the target parameters, and the error function is 
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From this, the next geometry of the iterative process is 
inferred following the update procedure described before. The 
flow diagram of the complete ASM algorithm (including 
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Fig.6. Flow diagram of the ASM algorithm. The stopping criterion applied in 
this work is ||fnorm
(j)|| < η << 1. 
 
D.  Effects of the new ASM algorithm on convergence speed 
 
The main novelty of the proposed ASM algorithm is the 
calculation of a very good initial geometry. First, we have 
applied the new ASM algorithm to the CSRR-loaded 
metalines whose optimal coarse parameters are detailed in 
Table I, using Ansoft Designer as the EM-solver. In Fig. 3(a) 
the location of these three different cases with respect to the 





values) is shown. Notice that in the case that the point is out 
of the convergence region but close to it, we let the algorithm 
to continue and change the limiting constrains of c and d. 
The evolution of the error function with the iteration 
number is plotted in Fig. 7, and compared to that of our 
previous ASM algorithm [34], [35]. Convergence is much 
faster with the new ASM approach since the initial layout is 
closer to the final solution. It is noticeable that there are 
points, such as S, that do not converge to a final solution with 
our previous ASM algorithm, whereas now convergence is 
obtained with the new approach. The number of iterations that 
needs the ASM algorithm to converge to the final layout 
dimensions and its corresponding evaluated error are 
summarized in Table II, for the three different examples 
considered (η has been set to 0.01).  




L[nH] C[pF] Lc[nH] Cc[pF] 
S 4.860 1.880 2.407 2.902 
G 4.860 1.880 2.417 3.053 
M 4.860 1.880 1.980 3.450 
 
Fig. 7. Evolution of the error function of the ASM algorithm for the points of 
Table I. Dashed lines correspond to the evolution of the error function by 
considering the initial layout resulting from analytical expresssions [34],[35]; 
solid lines give the error function for the initial layout calculated from the 
least-squares approach proposed in this paper. M (blue), G (green) and S 
(pink) points. 
 
Fig. 8. Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the scattering parameters S21 and S11 at 
initial solution xem
(1), xem
*, and circuital simulation of the xc
* for point S. 
The final layout obtained for the first example (S) is slightly 
out of the lower boundary (c= 0.41 mm), as it was expected 
since the target S was placed out of the convergence region 
(see Fig. 3a). However, we have let the algorithm to continue 
towards convergence by relaxing the limiting values of c and 
d. Thus, the fact that the target is out of the convergence 
region does not necessarily mean that convergence is not 
possible, but that the resulting geometric values might be 
beyond or below the considering limits of c and d. For the S 
point, the close proximity to the line of the polygon 
corresponding to c=0.4mm (Fig. 3) explains that the final 
value of c is 0.41mm. The agreement between the frequency 
response obtained by EM simulation of the final layout 
(obtained after a single iteration) and the circuit simulation of 
the target parameters is excellent, as it can be seen in Fig. 8. 
This is reasonable since the value of c is not far from the 
considering limiting value that guarantees that the CSRRs are 
accurately described by the models depicted in Fig. 1.  
Figure 9 depicts the comparison of the frequency responses 
corresponding to the point G, where, again, very good 
agreement between circuit simulation (target parameters) and 
EM simulation of the final layout results. 















Analytic S 8.34 2.21 0.47 0.22 40 0.1192 
Least-squares S 8.41 2.28 0.41 0.16 1 0.0066 
Analytic G 8.44 2.23 0.35 0.17 9 0.0057 
Least-squares G 8.47 2.22 0.36 0.17 1 0.0098 
Analytic M 8.56 2.21 0.18 0.32 12 0.0038 
Least-squares M 8.59 2.20 0.18 0.33 2 0.0084 
a. All dimensions in mm 
 
Fig. 9. Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the scattering parameters S21 and S11 at 
initial solution xem
(1), xem
*, and circuital simulation of xc









L[nH] C[pF] Cg[pF] Lc[nH] Cc[pF] 
T 9.45 17.93 1.01 4.85 2.95 
U 9.45 17.93 1.01 6.50 3.50 
V 9.45 17.93 1.01 5.75 4.85 
We have also obtained the error function with the iteration 
number for CSRR-gap (T-shaped) loaded lines with the 
targets indicated in Fig. 5 and given in table III (the target T 
corresponds to a dual-band impedance inverter, which is the 
artificial line used in one of the examples discussed in section 
IV). The resulting geometrical values and number of required 
iterations are given in Table IV (in this case η has been set to 
0.04, still providing very accurate results). Figure 10 depicts 
the frequency response for the initial and final layout, as well 
as the circuit simulation of the target parameters for the T 
case (the considered electromagnetic solver for these CSRR-
gap-loaded lines is the Agilent Momentum). 
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Fig. 10. Magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the scattering parameters S21 and S11 
at initial solution xem
(1), xem
*, and circuital simulation of xc
* for point T. 
Deviations between the circuit simulation and the electromagnetic response 
of the final layout are due to the fect that the circuit model is not valid at high 
frequencies. 
 It should be noted that the initial layout (inferred from the 
pre-optimization algorithm) is already very close to the final 
solution. However, it can be observed a progressive mismatch 
between the electromagnetic response of the final layout and 
the circuit simulation as frequency increases due to the 
inaccuracy of the circuit model at high frequencies. We do not 
provide the convergence curves that lead to the number of 
iterations and error functions indicated in Table IV, since we 
cannot compare such curves with those curves that result by 
using the previous version of the ASM algorthm (i.e., that 
reported in [39]). The reason is that our old ASM algorithm 
was not adapted for T-shaped gaps. Nevertheless, 
convergence speed is good (few iterations suffice to obtain a 
small error function), although not so fast, as compared to the 
structures without gap (Fig. 7). 

















T 14.2 0.87 0.34 0.40 7.13 6 0.0124 
U 15.7 0.68 0.33 0.16 6.61 13 0.0292 
V 17.1 0.56 0.13 0.21 6.07 13 0.0386 
a. All dimensions in mm 
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
A. Stop-band filter 
A practical application of CSRR-loaded lines without gaps 
is the implementation of stop-band filters with controllable 
response (bandwidth and rejection level). Compact planar 
stop-band filters can be designed by cascading several CSRR-
loaded line unit cells. Let us illustrate this possibility through 
the design procedure and experimental verification of a three 
unit cell stop-band filter in microstrip technology.  
The first step consists on the synthesis of the central unit 
cell, whose transmission zero frequency, fz, is chosen to be the 
central frequency of the stop-band, i.e., 2.45GHz. Since the 
other cells involved in the design will have similar target 
responses, and very close transmission zero frequencies (i.e. 
2.36 GHz and 2.53 GHz), the optimal coarse solutions for all 
the involved cells were forced to be placed in the same 
convergence region (i.e. with the same L and C values, as it is 
seen in Table V) in order to speed up the design process. By 
cascading the three cells with the circuit elements indicated in 
Table V, a satisfactory stop-band response at the circuit 
simulation level results. By using the ASM algorithm 
described in Section III, and considering the Rogers RO3010 
substrate with thickness h=1.27 mm and dielectric constant 
r=10.2, the three layouts summarized in Table VI have been 
obtained. 
TABLE V.  OPTIMAL COARSE SOLUTIONS OF UNIT CELLS 
 xc
* 
 L[nH] C[pF] Lc[nH] Cc[pF] 
C2.36 3.194 1.363 1.009 3.143 
C2.45 3.194 1.363 0.941 3.120 


















2.36 GHz 5.93 2.16 0.28 0.25 3 0.0074 
2.45 GHz 5.91 2.23 0.34 0.27 1 0.0055 
2.53 GHz 5.93 2.25 0.34 0.33 5 0.0069 
a. All dimensions in mm 
However, it is expected that by directly cascading the three 
designed cells, coupling effects between the CSRRs appear 
(this has been verified through EM simulation, not shown). 
Therefore, it is necessary to insert transmission line sections 
between the synthesized unit cells, as depicted in Figs. 11 and 
12. The length of the transmission line sections between 
adjacent CSRRs has been set to 3/4 the CSRR radius (the 
width being identical to that of the microstrip on top of the 
CSRR, indicated in Table VI). With these transmission line 
lengths, coupling effects between adjacent CSRRs are not 
present, while the circuit response does not substantially 
change as compared to the case with direct connection 
between unit cells at the circuit level. 
 
Fig. 11. Equivalent circuit and layout of the implementer stop-band filter. The 
small blue rectangles correspond to lines of physical length equal to 2.22mm 
and width according to the value for each unit cell (see Table VI). 
The completed manufactured stop-band filter can be seen in 
Figure 12, where tapers between the input/output 50 Ω 
transmission lines (needed to perform the measurements) and 
the designed structure are included.  It was fabricated by 
using the circuit board plotter LPKF ProMat S103. 
The measured filter response, displayed in Fig. 13, is 
compared with the equivalent circuit and full-wave 
electromagnetic simulated responses. The measured rejection 
is better than 20dB within a 345MHz frequency band. The 
agreement between circuit and electromagnetic simulation is 
very good, as expected on account of the small errors that 
appear in Table VI. The small discrepancies in measurement 
and the additional reflexion zero are attributed to fabrication 
related tolerances. 
 
Fig. 12. Photograph of the fabricated CSRR-based stop-band filter.  
 
Fig. 13. Frequency response of the stop-band filter: the target response (i.e., 
that corresponding to the equivalent cirtuit simulation) is depicted in green-
dotted line, the full-wave EM simulation in blue-dashed line, and the 
measurements in black-solid lines. 
B. Dual band CSRR-based power divider 
Let us now consider the application of the proposed two-step 
ASM algorithm to the synthesis of a dual-band power splitter 
based on a dual-band impedance inverter implemented by 
means of the CSRR-gap-loaded line. To achieve the dual-





 at the operating frequencies, f1 and f2, 
respectively. We are thus exploiting the composite right/left 
handed behavior of the structure, with f1 and f2 located in the 
left handed and right handed regions, respectively (see [19]). 
The inverter impedance is set to 35.35 at both frequencies, 
in order to guarantee a good matching when the inverter 
output port is loaded with a pair of matched loads (in practice 
two 50 access lines) to implement the divider. Notice that 
these four conditions do not univocally determine the five 
circuit elements of the model of the CSRR-gap loaded line 
(Fig. 1a). However, we can set the transmission zero (see 
equation A.2 in appendix A) to a certain value, and the five 
parameters thus have a unique solution. Specifically, the 
design frequencies of the inverter have been set to f1 = 0.9 




With the previous specifications, the element values can be 
easily found from (A.2), (A.3) and the characteristic 
impedance of the symmetric T-network, given by: 
)](2)()[(  psso ZZZZ                  (18) 
where Zs and Zp are the series and shunt impedance, 
respectively, of the T-circuit model of Fig. 1(a). The resulting 
element values are L
 
= 12.5 nH, C
 
=24.9 pF, Cg =1.25 pF, Lc
 
= 
3.38 nH and Cc
 
= 5.10 pF. With the element values of L, C 
and Cg, we have obtained the convergence region in the Lc-Cc 
plane according to the method reported before, and the target 
values of Lc and Cc do not belong to such region. This means 
that it is not possible to implement the dual-band impedance 
inverter by merely considering the CSRR-gap-loaded line 
(some element values are too extreme). However, it is 
expected that by cascading transmission line sections at both 
sides of the CSRR-gap loaded line, the element values of the 
cell are relaxed, and a solution within the convergence region 
arises. Therefore, we have cascaded two identical 35.35 
transmission line sections at both sides of our CSRR-gap 
loaded line. The width of these line sections is 1.127 mm, 
corresponding to the indicated characteristic impedance in the 
considered substrate (the Rogers RO3010, with thickness h= 
0.635 mm and dielectric constant r =10.2). Notice that by 
cascading such 35.35 lines, the electrical length at the 
operating frequencies is the sum of the electrical lengths of 
the lines and the CSRR-based cell. Thus, the phase condition 
that must satisfy the CSRR-gap loaded line can be expressed 
as 1= 90
o 
2L(f1) and 2= +90
o 
2L(f2), where 1 and 2 
are the electrical lengths of the CSRR-based cell at the design 
frequencies f1 and f2, and L is the phase introduced by the 
line at the indicated frequency.  
We have made a parametric analysis consisting on obtaining 
the element values of the CSRR-based cell for different 
values of the length of the cascaded transmission line sections 
(and hence L(f1) and L(f2)). The results are depicted in Fig. 
14. It can be observed that for small values of L(f1), L and C 
are too large for being implemented. Large L means a small 
value of W, but this is not compatible with a large C value. On 
the other hand, the values of Lc and Cc without cascaded line 
sections, i.e., L(f1)=0
o
,  give extreme values of d and c, that 
is, large value of d and small value of c. However, by 
increasing L(f1) (or the length of the cascaded lines), the 
variation of the elements of the central CSRR-gap based cell 
goes in the correct direction for their implementation. 
Specifically, we have considered a pair of transmission line 
sections with L(f1)=15
o
, which means that the required 
electrical lengths for the CSRR-based cell at the operating 
frequencies are1= 120
o
 and 2= +30
o
. The element values 
corresponding to these phases are L
 
= 9.45 nH and C
 
= 17.9 
pF, Cg =1.01 pF, Lc
 
=4.85 nH and Cc
 
= 2.95 pF, and these 
values lead us to an implementable layout. The reason is that 
this phase shift gives the minimum value of L (see Fig. 14) 
and a reasonable small value of C, with Lc not so small and Cc 
no so large. Notice that Cg does not experience significant 
variations with L(f1). 
We have applied the proposed two-step ASM algorithm to 
the previous element values, and we have synthesized the 
layout of the CSRR-gap-loaded line, considering a T-shaped 
geometry for the gap. The geometrical parameters of the 
synthesized structure are (in reference to Fig. 4) l= 14.42 mm, 
W= 0.87 mm, c= 0.34 mm, d= 0.40 mm, Wg= 7.13 mm, and 
convergence (with an error of 0.012) has been obtained after 6 
iterations.  
 
Fig. 14. Dependence of the element values of the CSRR-gap loaded line with 
the phase of each cascaded transmission line section at f1. 
 
The comparison of the electrical length and characteristic 
impedance inferred from EM simulation of the synthesized 
impedance inverter (the CSRR-based cell plus the cascaded 
35.35 transmission line sections) and the ones inferred from 
circuit simulation are shown in Fig. 15. The agreement is 
excellent in the left handed region, where the model describes 
the structure to a very good approximation, and progressively 
degrades as frequency increases, as it is well known and 
expected. Nevertheless, the phase shift and the characteristic 
impedance at f2 are reasonably close to the nominal values, 
and hence we do expect that the functionality of the power 
divider at f2 is preserved.  
 
Fig. 15. Comparison between the electromagnetic and circuit simulation 
corresponding to the characteristic impedance and electrical length of the 
designed dual-band impedance inverter. 
 
We have cascaded two output 50 access lines for 
connector soldering, and the structure has been fabricated by 
means of a photo/mask etching process (Fig. 16). Fig. 17 
shows the frequency response of the divider, where it can be 
appreciated that optimum matching occurs at f1 and slightly 
below f2, for the reasons explained. Nevertheless, the 
functionality of the power divider covers both design 
frequencies. The discrepancy between the measured response 
and the target is not due to a failure of the ASM algorithm, 
but to the fact that the circuit model of the CSRR-gap loaded 
line does not accurately describe the structure at high 
frequencies, including part of the right handed band. A more 
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Fig. 16. Schematic and photograph of the fabricated dual-band power divider. 
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Fig. 17. Frequency response (circuit and electromagnetic simulation and 
measurement) of the designed and fabricated dual-band power divider. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, a new tool for the automated synthesis of 
CSRR-based transmission lines, based on aggressive space 
mapping (ASM), has been proposed and developed. As 
compared to previous reported tools, the proposed algorithm 
is able to provide the convergence region in the coarse space; 
namely, it is able to predict whether a given set of element 
values of the equivalent circuit model of the unit cell is 
physically implementable or not. Moreover, the proposed tool 
is a two-step ASM algorithm, where the first (and fast) ASM 
optimizer is used not only to obtain the convergence region, 
but also to provide the necessary inputs (geometrical 
variables) for the determination of the initial layout from a 
novel developed least-squares approach. Thus, the initial 
layout is very close to the target, and the convergence time of 
the core (second step) ASM algorithm is dramatically 
decreased as compared to previous proposals (in some cases, 
two iterations have been enough to achieve convergence).  
To illustrate the potential of the new two-step ASM 
algorithm to the synthesis of CSRR based devices, the tool 
has been used for the automated synthesis of a stop band filter 
and a dual-band power divider. In the former case, the filter is 
achieved by cascading three unit cells. In order to avoid 
coupling effects, that the equivalent circuit does not predict, 
small transmission line sections between adjacent cells have 
been added to the structure. Good agreement between the 
circuit simulation and the electromagnetic simulation with the 
layout of the CSRR-based cells obtained with the proposed 
algorithm has been achieved. The measured results are also in 
good agreement with the circuit and electromagnetic 
simulations, hence validating the designing process in the 
region of interest. For the dual-band power divider, the pre-
optimizer ASM has revealed that the target element values 
(inferred from the considered specifications) are not 
physically implementable. However, it has been found that by 
cascading two transmission line sections to the input and 
output ports, the element values of the unit cell are not so 
extreme, resulting in an implementable CSRR-gap loaded unit 
cell that has been synthesized by means of the proposed tool. 
The power divider has been fabricated and has been 
demonstrated to exhibit its functionality at the design 
frequencies. 
The considered electromagnetic solvers of the new proposed 
ASM tool have been the Agilent Momentum and the Ansoft 
Designer commercial software packages (i.e., two versions of 
the two-step ASM algorithm have been developed). The tool 
can be extended to other available electromagnetic solvers. 
The results of this work open the path to the integration of 
this new ASM algorithm in such commercial tools for the fast 
and efficient optimization of CSRR-based circuits.  
APPENDIX A 
PARAMETER EXTRACTION 
The parameters of the circuit of Fig. 1(a) can be extracted 
from the EM simulation of the CSRR-loaded line according to 
the following procedure. First, the reflection coefficient, S11, 
is represented in the Smith Chart. At the intercept of S11 with 
the unit resistance circle, the shunt branch opens and hence 







                               (A1) 
as well as the value of the line inductance L (from the 
simulated series reactance at fo). To univocally determine the 
three circuit elements of the shunt branch we need two 
additional conditions, apart from expression (A1). One of 
them is the transmission zero frequency, fz, which can be 
easily determined from the representation of the magnitude of 
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The third required condition can be derived from the 













                             (A3) 
where Zs() and Zp() are the series and shunt impedance of 
the T-circuit model. Forcing  = /2, it follows 
)()( 2/2/     ps ZZ                   (A4) 
where /2 is the angular frequency where  = /2, which 
means that the phase of the transmission coefficient  is also 
21 = /2 and can be easily computed. Thus, from (A1), (A2) 
and (A4) we can determine the three reactive element values 
that contribute to the shunt impedance. 
The circuit of Fig. 1(b) has an additional parameter (Cg), 
therefore, we need an additional condition to fully determine 
the circuit parameters. This condition can be the resonance 







                               (A5) 
which is given by the intercept of S11 with the unit 
conductance circle, where the impedance of the series branch 
nulls. 
APPENDIX B  
INITIAL LINE AND GAP GEOMETRY 




















                               (B2) 
If we assume that the fringing capacitance is small as 
compared to the line capacitance, it follows that CL = Cpar, and 




Z 0                                     (B3) 
We use this impedance value to determine the line width, W, 
according to well known expressions (the line width is 
inferred by means of a transmission line calculator). From the 
substrate parameters and the line width, the gap space, s, 
necessary to obtain the value of Cs given by expression (B1) 
can be inferred according to well known expressions [44]. 
Finally, the line length, l, is inferred by inverting the phase 
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where c is the speed of light in vacuum and eff is the effective 
dielectric constant (that can be easily computed from a 
transmission line calculator). 
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